July, 2022
INFINITE CIRCLE OF LIGHT
I AM an Infinite Sphere of Light.
I AM …Ascended and Free!
I AM inclusive of all life,
living Free in the Light!
I AM THAT I AM!
From within this Infinite Sphere of Light:
The Gathering of Ascended Humanity,
In union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals,
Through the cohesive Power of Divine Love
uniting all Life in its Ascended State,
Now emerges into Humanity as the Theme and
Thoughtform of this Sacred Month and Cycle of the Zodiac:
OUR ETERNAL ELECTRONIC PATTERN
HERE ON EARTH, IN MY ASCENDED AND FREE STATE,
I AM the One (Ray of the Mighty I AM Presence on Earth),
the Three (Three-fold Flame of Immortality), the Seven
(Chakra Suns and the River of Kundalini Fire),
the Twelve (Houses of the Sun) and again
the One (Universal I AM)!
IN THE ETERNAL REALMS OF LIGHT
I AM my Solar Christ Self, my Mighty I AM Presence,
my Cosmic Causal Body and my White Fire Being!
In my fully Ascended and Free State,
I AM unified on all these levels of my Being!
This is my Electronic Pattern, known through the
Universe as that which I AM …and I AM that I AM!

SACRED TEMPLATE
BREATHING STATEMENT
(empty of self and breathing only as Eternal Flame)
I AM Inbreathing and Absorbing my Electronic Pattern,
the totality of my True Identity within Universal I AM!
I AM Expanding and Projecting my Electronic Pattern,
the totality of my True Identity within Universal I AM!
AFFIRMATIONS
I AM an Electronic Pattern,
abiding in the Infinite Solar Quiet!
I AM the Flame of Immortality,
the Eternity of my Spiritual Freedom!
As a Light Server on Earth,
I AM an embodied Eternal Flame.
I AM the Flame of Alpha and Omega.
I AM the Cosmic Flame of Immortality.
I AM a Keeper of this Flame, in daily life!
I AM the Cosmic Christ in action, on Earth!
I AM empty of self and I AM Flame. I AM empty
of time and space …and I AM an Eternal Flame
…and more, I AM its Infinite Radiant Light!
I AM the Star of Sanat Kumara!
I AM a Sun of the Sun!
I AM that I AM!
I AM Sun of the Sun …an Eternal Flame and its Radiant Light.
I AM its global Presence as Ascended and Free Humanity.
This leaves only the goodness of my Lifestream
…as well as all the goodness of the world!
This is all Ascending Energies unified.
This is Ascended and Free Earth!
I AM all the goodness of my Lifestream,
radiating into all the goodness of the world!
I AM all the goodness of the world,
radiating into my Lifestream!
I AM the One (Ray of the Mighty I AM Presence on Earth),

the Three (Three-fold Flame of Immortality), the Seven
(Chakra Suns and the River of Kundalini Fire),
the Twelve (Houses of the Sun) and again
the One (Universal I AM)!
When I AM in this Ascended and Free State,
I AM my Electronic Pattern, known
throughout Universal I AM!
I AM empty of the karma of self, time and space!
I AM Free! I AM Free! I AM ETERNALLY FREE!
I AM the Flame of Immortality, the full Reality of
Higher Dimensional Living that I desire for the world!
Through the Power of the Cosmic Violet Flame,
I AM transmuting the karmic patterns of self,
and karmic patterns of the world, into the
Perfection Patterns of First Cause …
Health, Prosperity and Happiness!
This is the Flame of Immortality!
This is the Perfection I AM!
I AM that I AM!
I AM a Sun of the Sun
I AM the Star of Sanat Kumara
I AM the Light of the World!
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
ASCENSION CONCEPTS
Beloved Ones, let us see ourselves graduating to greater service. Let
us see the Gathering of Ascending Humanity now serving with the
Lord of the World, Beloved Lord Gautama. He holds the Electronic
Pattern of our sweet Earth. Here he serves in the Great, Great Silence
…completely empty of self and of the world …holding the
Immaculate Concept of the I AM Race evolving on her Ascended
and Free Earth. He also sees karmic patterns that need resolving
…and then does so in a way that forwards spiritual evolution. Let us
join him in meditation, aligning with his Focused Silence, at the
Jewel in the Heart of the Lotus. We are transported here through our
Flame of Immortality …the Jewel at the Heart of our Lotus.

Serving within our own Electronic Pattern, we may hold true to the
Electronic Pattern of Earth, as seen through the Crystal Vision of
Lord Gautama. Here we serve the planet with the full Momentum of
our True Identity …serving our vows to forward this planet into full
inclusion in the Divine Progression of the Solar System …the Great
Cosmic Inbreath! Here we serve not only with the Lord of the World,
but also with the Regent at Shamballa, our Beloved Sanat Kumara.
It is his great purpose to have the Earth rejoin the Gathering of
Ascending Planets. Here we serve the Theme and Thoughtform of
this Solar Year as well as the entire Spiritual Hierarchy …who live
but to serve the Holy Triumvirate at Shamballa …the Lord of the
World, the Regent Sanat Kumara and the Cosmic Christ and
planetary Buddha, Lord Maitreya.
We are aware that the return of the Star of Sanat Kumara brings
transformation …the leading edge of Endings and New Beginnings!
The Great Love Star returns as part of the Next Life Wave Coming!
We have affirmed that we are (I AM) open and receptive to this
Cosmic Momentum, by restoring our True Identity within daily life.
Here we renew our vows …I AM empty of self, and I AM Flame! I
AM empty of time and space, and I AM an Eternal Flame as well
as its Infinite Radiant Light! I AM the Star of Sanat Kumara! I AM
a Sun of the Sun! I AM that I AM!
In this service with the Lord of the World, it is also our opportunity
to rediscover the Bliss of our Flame of Immortality. Let us become
empty of self and of the world …existing only as the Flame of
Immortality. This allows elevated Cosmic Service, even as we live
our daily life. This makes us invaluable to the Lord of the World, as
the Spiritual Hierarchy requires the Gathering of Ascending
Humanity to take on some portion of the responsibility of this office
…in order that the Seventh Ray Dispensation become a permanent
Golden Age. It is an opportunity that we petitioned the Karmic
Board for …to see the effect of our Electronic Pattern, unleashed
from within embodiment, on the outcome of our sweet Earth in her
journey of Restoration and Ascension.
Therefore, let our daily practice include sitting in the Great, Great
Silence with the Lord of the World. Seated within the Jewel in the
Heart of the Lotus, we may feel ourselves as the Five-Pointed
Golden Love Star of Sanat Kumara. Here we open the Eye of Divine
Liberty and its Forcefield of Solar Consciousness. Here we feel the
Twelve Houses of the Sun pouring through the veil and through us
into the world. Here we affirm 'I AM Inbreathing, Absorbing,
Expanding and Projecting our sweet Earth into this Multidimensional Star of Love!' Here we see, feel and deeply accept

ourselves as the 'Secret Love Star' …one with Humanity and one
with the Spiritual Hierarchy. With every breath and with all the
Power of our Creative Faculties, we affirm …here I AM assimilating
all Lifeforce on Earth into this Forcefield!
Dwelling with the Lord of the World, I AM the Pagoda of Seven
White Ascension Doves …and I AM holding all Lifeforce on Earth
in the Star of Sanat Kumara. Here all levels of my Divine Instrument
are aligned in this service …my Ascended and Free True Identity
…the One (Ray of the Mighty I AM Presence on Earth), the Three
(Three-fold Flame of Immortality), the Seven (Chakra Suns and the
River of Kundalini Fire), the Twelve (Houses of the Sun all in Divine
Alignment through me) …and again the ONE (Universal I AM)!
And here I AM the Solar Christ Self, the Mighty I AM Presence, my
Causal Body Energies and my supreme White Fire Being …all in
service to our sweet Earth.
Here I AM the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness of my Electronic
Pattern. This Reality is how I AM known throughout Universal I
AM! This is my Cosmic Signature through Eternity! And as I AM
aligned with this True Identity, I see, feel and deeply accept the
Cosmos functioning through me, in my Light Service of the
Redemption of our sweet Earth. Here, I AM One with Beloved Sanat
Kumara, One with the Lord of the World, one with the Cosmic Christ
and Planetary Buddha, and One with the entire Spiritual Hierarchy!
Here I AM the Gathering of Ascending Humanity, empowering the
Forcefield of all the goodness in the world with my Flame of
Immortality. Here I witness this Forcefield of all goodness further
empowered by its Union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and
Elementals …together now, standing in the Light! Here I AM
holding Humanity in her Divine Potential. Here I AM the Cohesive
Power of Divine Love, uniting all life in her Ascended State! Here
…I AM that I AM!
Here in the Jewel in the Heart of the Lotus, I let go and let God! Here
my Seven Chakra Suns orbit my Eternal Flame, within my Ascended
and Free Aura …just the Suns orbit their Central Sun. Here I AM
the Solar System itself …preparing for the Great Cosmic Inbreath.
Here I witness my Chakra Suns orbiting in a circular pattern
according to the need of the moment …as to which of the Seven
Rays will heighten my focused Light Service in this moment. Here
I also see my Chakra Suns aligned along my Solar Spine,
representing all Suns in Divine Alignment! And all the God
Illumination necessary for this Light Service is within my Flame of
Immortality! Here again, I AM the Eternal Flame, and I AM its

Infinite Radiant Light …all the Divine Energy, Matter and
Intelligence necessary for this Victory!
Seated with Lord Gautama at the Jewel in the Heart of the Lotus, I
AM the Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame infusing the
Forcefield of all the goodness in the world. Every hopeful, merciful,
happy thought, feeling, word and deed that is held in the heart of any
of Humanity is now the majority of the Energy, Vibration and
Consciousness on the planet. And the Ascension is initiated when
51% of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness is Ascending. My
Flame of Immortality now makes this Forcefield within Humanity
become Immortal within daily life … ever expanding and Eternal!
In the Jewel in the Heart of the Lotus, my Light radiates here, there
and everywhere present. I AM the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness
of Perfection Patterns within Universal I AM! Here, I AM bathing
the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals in the expanding
goodness of the world. This provides opportunity for
Transformational Events in Consciousness on a Higher Frequency
level …and brings about the Brotherhood / Sisterhood of Angels,
Elementals and Humanity …fulfilling a mandate within the Divine
Plan of Earth.
Beloved Ones, as we sojourn in meditation with Lord Gautama, let
us invoke his detachment from the world. We are very aware of the
suffering and injustice in the world …as complicated karmic patterns
arise to be set free. We may also see the pathway of two planets
…one going into its Ascended and Free State …and one going into
a slower developmental trajectory. They are currently in the same
time and space continuum …but soon to proceed more clearly on
unique paths. But with all the Compassion of Lord Gautama, we see
all energy returning to Source, whether it be in the current Ascension
Process or within a slower return path …but with all Energy,
Vibration and Consciousness arriving back to Source eventually.
Here with the Lord of the World, our Love and Compassion is
Limitless and Eternal.
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF BELOVED
KWAN YIN …Feminine Ray Buddha serving the Seventh Ray
Dispensation of Spiritual Freedom …
Beloved Aspirants of Spiritual Freedom welcome into the synergy
of the Feminine Ray and the Seventh Ray. Welcome into the
Forcefield of Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness that I hold for our

sweet Earth. I AM with you now and forever as a place of refuge,
especially in your current embodiment of Light Service. For we are
at a point of great strain on the energies of Humanity and the
Elemental Kingdom.
Karma is the Sanskrit term for 'action' …as in the action of sending
forth Energy, Vibration and Consciousness …as thoughts, feelings,
words and deeds …and then also experiencing the action that
follows. Action begets action. It is the law of cause and effect. The
'karma of self' is that lower frequency activity generated by lower
frequency thoughts, feelings, words and deeds (condemnation,
criticism and judgment) …that only ego self could generate. The
Higher (or Original) Self can only generate Higher Frequency
Energy, Vibration and Consciousness (Love, Wisdom and Power,
Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness) …that brings about Higher
Frequency action, and its results of Spiritual Freedom …living an
Eternal Life in the Light, Ascended and Free. Cause and effect.
The completion of the Law of the Circle is the action of karma …or
the 'action of action'. All Energy, Vibration and Consciousness is in
motion, in action, moving towards an outcome! Free will is that Law
which gives us the ability to choose the outcome of our Lifestream,
becoming our own Co-creation …for better or for worse.
Embodiment on Earth is intended to have our Eternal Flame and its
Infinite Radiant Light housed in Elemental Vehicles. These vehicles
(or 'Avatar' for the Mighty I AM Presence) would have their own
Creative Faculties of thoughts, feelings, words and deeds to manifest
Divine Potential within the density of form.
This allowed an opportunity (found nowhere else in the Solar
System) to achieve Mastery of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness
in the dense world of matter and substance. And with the ‘great fall’
in Consciousness, these Elemental vehicles became even heavier and
denser than ever intended, along with the resultant suffering
(distress, disease and aging) …all of which were never intended in
the Divine Plan. And since the ‘great fall’, with thousands of
generations of returning imbalanced energies now piling upon each
other …the layered complexity of karmic return is what we see all
around us.
So now the Lord of the World has allowed that all the layers of karma
yet unresolved within Humanity be brought to the surface …that
until now was done on a slower arc of dispersment, spread out over
more time and space, for the sake of mercy, as smaller, more
manageable doses. Therefore, the Gathering of Ascending Humanity
as Divine Directors of Sacred Fire, must equally come into action to

lessen this burden upon the masses, at this Cosmic Moment. This is
the nature of the Seventh Ray Dispensation and its Flame of Mercy,
Compassion and Forgiveness. Powerful past imbalances appear now
as 'very present' to some …and distorted versions of the future (based
on past karmic patterns) also appear in the mindset of Humanity. But
serving with the Lord of the World, we hold to the Divine Plan.
In the Law of the Circle, energy sent forth from its source (our
Creative Faculties) returns with more of its kind. It is often said that
whatever we send forth returns to us ten-fold. It returns to either be
set free from the negative bonds imprisoning it, expressed through
difficult circumstances and experiences …or, it is to be rejoiced,
Ascending into our Causal Body, the Momentum of Seven Spheres
around our Mighty I AM Presence. Each such moment is our
Ascension Process.
The karma of time is interesting. Time is partly a result of needing
to dispense a great amount of negative karma but slowly ('over
time'), such that it does not prove overwhelming to the next
embodiment. This also meant many more embodiments to attain the
Ascension than ever intended. This decelerated the cycle of the Root
Races, such that there was a tremendous delay in the development of
the Fourth and Fifth Root Races …and thus a delay of the Sixth and
Seventh Root Races entering. But this 'time restriction' is now
coming to its end (as part of Endings and New Beginnings). And the
New Root Races now enter completely infused with the Next Life
Wave Coming!
Those 'restrictions of time' also caused more attachment to persons,
places, conditions and things because of a fear of time limitation
…rather than the timelessness of spiritual development everywhere
else in the Universe. Let us contemplate timelessness …that
everything in creation is but Energy, Vibration and Consciousness
…and thus the foundations of creation themselves are timeless …
Eternal and Infinite. The karma of space is that sense of distance
we might call exclusion, separation and divisiveness (physical,
mental, emotional, economic, cultural and racial distance or
separation) …whereas 'empty of space' is only Indivisible Flowing
Wholeness within Universal I AM …even with individualism and
diversity at its core. Contemplate this!
The action of time (the karma of time) is to limit and restrict things
into future or past, rather than the ever-present now. The karma of
'space' (or distance between things) is the action of separation on our
understanding of Multi-dimensional reality, making it difficult to
grasp the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness of the Universe. Karma is

energy in action! And therefore, our Eternal Flame is our Ascended
and Free karma (our good karma) …as its Infinite Radiant Light
carries our Perfection Patterns into the world. Our Seven Chakra
Suns are also the action of our Divine Potential going forth, when
our Creative Faculties are used in the action of positive thoughts,
feelings, words and deeds …direct from the Mighty I AM Presence
through our Solar Christ Self, acting in daily life.
Empty of time and space completely alters our understanding of the
Divine Potential of ourselves, Humanity and our sweet Earth. Such
detachment is important because all time and space is collapsing into
this present Cosmic Moment …specifically to allow for Endings and
New Beginnings …a massive reset of Energy, Vibration and
Consciousness within the Universe, with all life offered
acceleration into its next Divine Potential …its Higher Frequency
Function …within the Great Cosmic Inbreath (itself 'an action' on a
very grand scale)!
The New Age of the Seventh Ray has an answer for this conundrum
of everything collapsing into now. The Sacred Fire, specifically the
Violet Fire, will transmute through Divine Alchemy the cause, effect,
record and memory of lower karmic action, at the level of Energy,
Vibration and Consciousness …before it can act, manifest or longer
be sustained! This is the Hope and Glory of this New Age and the
great promise of Spiritual Freedom! Imagine being free of any return
of imbalance and only living in the Stream of Perfection Patterns
pouring in from the Mighty I AM Presence …as Divine thoughts,
feelings, words and deeds. This is Spiritual Freedom!
This Reality is not only possible but inevitable …by placing all
'returning energy of self' (karma) into the Flame of Immortality
…there to be transformed into Higher Frequency variations of itself
…its intended expression of Blessing for the world, sourced from the
Heart of Father / Mother God. And you are its expression into
creation, its path into manifestation! And if there has been 'mistakes'
of thoughts, feelings, words and deeds in the past, that 'action of
karma' can now be harmoniously resolved by becoming a Divine
Director of Sacred Fire …Ascended and Free, together, standing in
the Light! This is the Divine Potential of all Humanity …to become
their own saviour …come to heal their own world, to become the
Light of their own World …the Christ in Action …both on a personal
level …and together, on a global level, as the Gathering of
Ascending Humanity!
Action is the cause, and the effects are simply the action returned
ten-fold along the same wavelength of Energy, Vibration and

Consciousness sent forth …for good or otherwise. The original
action (karma) of the universe was the initial outbreath of Father /
Mother God. This is seen by science as the 'big bang', seen as the
'primordial atom' exploding into what we now see as the universe of
many galaxies and solar systems. In Light Service, we see this as the
Permanent Atom of Divine Love, expanding and projecting the
Divine Will and Immaculate Concept of Galaxies and Solar Systems
and their Divine Races of Beings …into Co-creation. Science is now
asking the question 'but where did this first atom come from and
what was the Power of its expansion'? We know this as Father /
Mother God and the Original Flame of Immortality and the Eternal
Co-creation of life unending.
Regarding the personal Ascension Process, remember the axiom,
that 'as I AM empty of self and of the condemnation, criticism and
judgment of the mind, then I AM impervious to the condemnation,
criticism and judgment of others …as it has no place to anchor in my
Lifestream. As I AM empty of empty of self and any negativity in
my feelings, then I AM impervious to the emotional imbalance and
negativity of others in the world. As I AM empty of time and space
then I AM impervious to any concern about the timing of the New
Age of Spiritual Freedom and how quickly it manifests …or how
effective is our Light Service …for I AM living beyond these
restrictions, knowing I AM an Eternal Flame and I AM its Infinite
Radiant Light, here, there and everywhere present. I AM as patient
and unmoved as the great mountains, that watch over the valley of
daily life below. The Universe is unfolding as it should.
And as I AM empty of self, time and space …then I become the Star
of Sanat Kumara …manifesting itself on Earth, a radiating outpost
of its Light and Love, open and receptive to the Next Life Wave
Coming! I meditate on becoming totally empty of self and of the
world …so that I may be absolutely filled with the Immaculate
Concept for Earth, as the Star of Spiritual Freedom. Here I feel the
vast interconnectedness …the immense Solar Consciousness …that
is 'I AM'. Let us visualize that the Chakra Sun at the base of our
Solar Spine is one with the Eternal Sun of Even Pressure in the center
of our sweet Earth. Then see, feel and deeply accept that our Crown
Chakra is one with the Dimensions, Realms, Spheres of the Sun,
Central Sun and Great Central Sun. This is the immensity of our
True Identity, our Divine Instrument. This is all Suns in Divine
Alignment!
Then what 'human problems' can face this and not desire to be set
free, into this Indivisible Flowing Wholeness? This is the Forcefield
that returning energies, looking to be set free, find …a Divine

Alchemy of Higher Frequency Energies. This is Home to all energy
we have ever sent forth into the Universe. And when these returning
energies are uplifting and ascending, then then gather around us in
the Dimensions, Realms, Spheres of our Causal Body …the Celestial
Aura of our Mighty I AM Presence.
If our energies return as 'less than love', they may then either express
as karmic lessons on the use of Life, as 'difficult experiences' if left
unattended …or, they may be directed into the Presence of Holiness
within our Eternal Flame …there to be set free into the Light! The
first is the 'loop of karma' generated since the ‘great fall’ in
Consciousness, that this New Age of Spiritual Freedom now closes
forever. The second is our Ascension Path, empty of self and all
action less than Harmony and Balance. This is to Let go and let God!
This is becoming a Divine Director of Sacred Fire and our Ascended
Mastery within the world of form!
Join with me at any moment within my Flame of Mercy, Compassion
and Forgiveness, for there I AM!
And, SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!
********
ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF
BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN: On …the Immortality of Spiritual
Freedom
Beloved Friends of Freedom: from previous Golden Ages and the
Light Service that went into those great epochs, there is an ancient
memory within Humanity that whatever good we build will
somehow be undone by imbalance …through a great calamity,
losing everything …health, finances, social and spiritual growth and
even entire continents, that have been built in forwarding Humanity
and her planet. This is a pattern that requires transmutation.
Because now we enter the permanent Age of Spiritual Freedom!
And within this Divine Potential, our Light Service shall not be lost,
but rather only expanded and built upon by future generations of
Light Servers. It is anchored in the Heart of Humanity, in the
Forcefield of Enlightenment and imprinted in the arising
Consciousness of all life. It shall be part of a global foundation of
Energy, Vibration and Consciousness that builds into Eternity …for
such are the Qualities of the Flame of Immortality! This Truth of
permanent forward progress is what we anchor …as Ascended and
Free Light Service!
We envision that Light Service is done of free will choice …to
become more and more enlightened, as if a peaceful process that

takes place in our private life …in a place of sanctuary. And this is
how most begin their Ascension Process. However, there are times
when Light Service becomes a calling, as if one must declare their
intention to assist Humanity and the world during a treacherous
moment, lending the skills they have achieved in their spiritual
growth. Throughout history there have been moments when we truly
had to gather as Light Servers to being Harmony and Balance to a
very imbalanced moment. And here we are in such a moment.
Beloved Sanat Kumara brought a 'gathering of great souls' when he
took on the service of Earth's redemption. This project meant the
breaking up ancient, crystalized but regressive concepts …the
karmic patterns of thoughts, feelings, words and deeds …and
accelerating them into a Higher Frequency potential …which would
reveal itself after a transition period. Therefore, the coming of the
Great Love Star has brought disturbances (Endings and New
Beginnings) within Humanity and within the Elemental Kingdom.
But great potential is on the other side of these disturbances. At this
moment of the Next Life Wave Coming, this period of disturbance
now leads into Feminine Ray Harmony and Balance …of inclusivity,
circularity, equality and Reverence for all Life …Devotion to all
Human, Elemental and Angelic life. This reveals the Brotherhood /
Sisterhood of Angels, Elementals and the Gathering of Ascending
Humanity, a foundation of this New Age …manifested through the
right and perfect people, doing the right and perfect thing, at the right
and perfect time, in the right and perfect place, in the right and
perfect way! And with the full power of Crystal Vision, I can assure
you this is coming!
The duality of the outer world is difficult. It requires that the Light
Server both hold the Immaculate Concept of a New Age of Spiritual
Freedom, living in this Higher Frequency Energy, Vibration and
Consciousness, which then centers them in their True Identity,
within the Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light! And, it
requires going about daily life even while all the karma of the world
is working itself out …with the illusion of imbalance and negativity
that continually assails the senses. One way to manage this duality
is to see this spectrum of experiences all within you!
For of course, the answer to duality is Oneness …one with Humanity
and one with God in Action …and living in this Reality in Peace
Divine. Her we affirm that as I AM raised up so is all life raised up
with me. We know that we may serve the Light as our Divine
Instrument, even while karmic imbalance (personal and global)
remains an aspect of our embodiment. We already visualize Earth's
entire Lifeforce along our Solar Spine as the Pagoda of Seven White

Ascension Doves. This may then graduate to becoming 'an Initiate'
…where all the world is happening within you …that you are the
world. This is becoming 'like the Lord of the World', 'like the
Planetary Buddha'. This is part of the Ascension Training.
There is a phrase we all know that 'we cannot change others, but we
can change ourselves'. We serve to become the world and then take
the whole world with us, into the Ascension. It is said that if there is
one suffering on the planet, then all are suffering. Equally, when
there is one Ascending on the planet, then all are Ascending! In this
visualization of 'being the world', embodied chakras express both
their lower frequency 'ego energies' (yearning to be set free)
…through to the Higher Frequencies of the Seven Chakra Suns
revealing the Divine Plan of Spiritual Freedom when embodied. Let
us review the energies we can individually transmute / transform in
our spiritual practice, so that we take all the same frequencies within
the world …with us into the Ascension!
For example, the Chakra at the base of the spine at its lower
frequency expresses as covetousness and craving, whereas in its
Higher Frequency expresses the Ascension Flame and this glorious
opportunity to Ascend from embodied biological vehicles into Spirit.
This Chakra is the White Focus of the Resurrection and the Life
…where we role aside 'the rock of substance and matter' and reveal
the Arisen Christ. This is an opportunity found nowhere else in the
Solar System!
The next Chakra along our Ascending Kundalini River is the center
of the abdomen, our Violet Fire Chakra Sun. In its lower ego
frequency, it houses anger and malice towards other life. But in its
Higher Frequency this center reveals the Divine Potential of
Invocation …the constancy of being open and receptive to all Divine
Potential within and all around us …all such potential with
Humanity, the Elementals and the Angels, to bring forth the New
Age of Spiritual Freedom. The next Chakra up is the solar plexus. Its
negative expression is the seat of fear, in all its expressions …but
when mastered, its Higher Frequency brings the Sun of Divine
Peace, where we anchor into the world the Eternal Good Will of
Universal I AM!
Then we reach the Heart Chakra. This Pink Sun of Love was always
meant to be the unconditional Adoration of all Life, the seat of Holy
Spirit and the anchorage of the Flame of Immortality into the body.
When ego usurped this center, it became the seat of lethargy, idleness
and apathy, rather than an active, enthusiastic Force of Love. Then
comes the throat Chakra. Its lower frequency expresses desire for

control over others and personal power, often based in envy. Its
Divine Potential is the Voice of the Great I AM …to 'shake the
ethers' with the Keynote of God’s Will, setting the higher vibrational
forces of goodness on their way, to do their perfect work. It unifies
with all the goodness in the world. Here is the power of affirmations,
mantras, degrees and song …all of which at Higher Frequency is
declaring God’s Will of Harmony and Balance.
Then we reach the Ajna center at the Third Eye, the Emerald Green
Jewel centering the Crown of the Elohim upon the forehead. Here
the lower frequency is intellectual superiority, pride (as a false front
for doubt) and spiritual arrogance. Its Higher Potential radiates as the
Eye of Divine Liberty, the Third Eye of Divine Providence, seeing
Crystal Vision and Divine Truth beyond the restraints of self, time
and space. And then we arrive at the Thousand Petaled Lotus, the
Crown Chakra of Enlightenment and God Illumination. Here we
understand our Divine Instrument and become a focus of Divine
Wisdom of the Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light.
So, let us return to the problem of 'duality' within daily life …the
difficulty of observing imbalance and negative illusion, yet knowing
the Divine Potential of Spiritual Freedom. It becomes manageable
if seen as completely within us …and can thus be transformed
through becoming a Divine Director of Sacred Fire along our
Ascended Master development …Master over our own Energy,
Vibration and Consciousness and thus that of the world. We become
the world and take the world with us into its Spiritual Freedom.
This concept of 'being the world' ('being in the world but not of it')
is the same foundation as becoming the Pagoda of Seven White
Ascension Doves …all Lifeforce Ascending along our personal and
collective Ascension Path. It was said that Beloved Jesus 'took on
the sins of the world'. He did so in order to bring the world with him
into Christ Consciousness. In the great struggle between 'good and
evil', the eventual victors are not those with the greatest armies but
those with the instruments of Higher Consciousness. And now the
Flame of Immortality has aligned itself with the Forcefield of all the
goodness in the world, so that there is a mighty Legion of Light
within our Gathering …capable of setting free an entire planet!
And our Divine Instrument allows us to become consecrated
Directors of Sacred Fire …by becoming our own Eternal Flame and
its Infinite Radiant Light. It is the Forces of Sacred Fire wielded by
Ascended and Free Beings, in alignment with the Angels and
Elementals, who bring the Victory of Spiritual Freedom to our sweet
Earth. The Immortality of Spiritual Freedom expresses on Earth

through Keepers of the Flame, being constant in their Light Service
to the world. The Gathering of Ascending Humanity is the
Immortality of Spiritual Freedom in action!
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!

